
Audio/Video 
Capture and Archive with Veritas Merge1™

Universal Collection for Audio and Video File Types 

Support data compliance, information governance, surveillance, and eDiscovery tasks with the 

efficient capture, organization, and archiving of audio and video files from any source. A universal 

collector, Veritas Merge1 for Audio/Video is designed to ensure meticulous data organization 

using a structured approach to naming and storing attachments. 

The collector gathers audio/video files with their associated metadata. It captures participant 

details in a conversation, as well as the recording start and end times. The collected data is then 

mapped using a customizable XML template. This mapping process depends on the specific 

metadata available and may vary accordingly.

Benefits

• Avoid fines, penalties, and other enforcement actions  

by regulatory bodies such as the SEC and FINRA

• Reduce compliance-related costs and recurring fees

Key Features

• Universal Collection: Collect audio and video files from any source, making it versatile and widely applicable to diverse sources

• Customization: Customize XML templates to meet specific requirements, enhancing usability and efficiency

• Data Organization: Capture of files and relevant metadata (including participant details and timestamps) ensures comprehensive 

data organization

• Transcription and Indexing: Transcribe and index archived files for easy search and retrieval

The Veritas Merge1 for Audio/Video Collector Captures:

• Audio/video content exported by source (MP3, MP4, WAV, and others) 

• Participants: From, To, CC, and BCC 

• Activity start and end time 

• Additional activity metadata as available

 

 

• Mitigate the risks involved with internal investigations,  

external audits, and lawsuits

• Capture all communications and maintain control of your  

organization’s data

https://www.veritas.com/en/ca/insights/merge1?inid=us_ag_v1938


About Veritas

Veritas Technologies is a leader in multi-cloud data management. Over 80,000 customers—
including 95 percent of the Fortune 100—rely on Veritas to help ensure the protection, 
recoverability, and compliance of their data. Veritas has a reputation for reliability at scale, which 
delivers the resilience its customers need against the disruptions threatened by cyberattacks, like 
ransomware. No other vendor is able to match the ability of Veritas to execute, with support for 
800+ data sources, 100+ operating systems, 1,400+ storage targets, and 60+ clouds through 
a single, unified approach. Powered by Cloud Scale Technology, Veritas is delivering today on its 
strategy for Autonomous Data Management that reduces operational overhead while delivering 
greater value. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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The Ideal Combination of Power and Simplicity

Veritas Merge1:

• Combines chats into easy-to-read threads

• Provides a single cloud-based repository for capture,  

archiving, discovery, and surveillance

• Is fully customizable, plus easy to set up and deploy

• Archives custom headers (where applicable)

• Produces a similar look and feel to the native message

Veritas Merge1 archives a wide range of content types,  

including social media, chat, financial platforms, and cloud- 

based data. Tailor it to archive any type of content. With the  

ability to archive all your communications, Veritas Merge1  

helps ensure compliance with industry regulations and improve  

the outcome of the eDiscovery process.

Veritas Alta Capture is an integral and 
invaluable tool. My team uses Veritas 
Alta Capture to meet company needs 
for capturing EML/Reuters, Blackberry, 
Symphony, and Bloomberg data. The 
product is intuitive, easy to set up, and 
I appreciate the personalized sales and 
support attention we receive. I would 
recommend Veritas Alta Capture to 
anyone.”

Bo He  
Vice President, KKR
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